SEA & BOAT EXPERIENCE MICE
CATAMARANO MONOPOLI ACTIVITY
TCM206

Departure for MONOPOLI to board on a comfortable CATAMARAN 49 feet (length: 15 meters | with mt. 8,50 |
square metres 120) to discover the coast to get to Polignano a Mare. This vessel is available only for exclusive use
of 4 hours with a maximum of 45 passengers excluding the boarding staff. It is possible to schedule your exclusive
event embarking at the private Marina of Cala Ponte, where the secure berth and the excellence of services offered
to clients will guarantee the performance of your meeting event even in case of extreme weather condition. The
Marina at Polignano with its oceanfront position is sure a creative setting for a memorable launch of products and

the catamaran, with its wooden furniture, the comfortable couches and the 45 film-maker chairs, is surely an
appreciated option to the claustrophobic indoor meeting rooms. The outdoor business coffee breaks will surely be
much more invigorating and memorable if they would be held in a unique place as the Marina. Please refer to event
department for tailor made quotes.
Total time estimated for the activity: 4 hours / Every day from april until november upon availability

EXCLUSIVE USE – half day 4 hours
Supplement for mooring fees at Polignano included
Breakfast sweet and savoury with juices, coffee and tea
Not alcoholic Aperitivo with mini-sandwiches and appetizers
Included service 1 waiter on board and catering service- minimum 30 pax - price
per person
Rental of Audio system including amp to 100 pax
2 table mic and 2 Wireless Microphone Ice Cream, Projector BENQ Sp 840
Projector screen 150x150
Rental BIDULE system – set 30 transmitters
TRANSFER A/R Coach 52 seats from Melograno and Peschiera
TRANSFER A/R MINIVAN up to 7 Persons –from La Peschiera and Melograno
DISTANCE FROM MELOGRANO > 7 km approximately - 10’
DISTANCE FROM PESCHIERA HOTEL > 15 km approximately - 15’

€ 2.700,00 + VAT 22%

€ 25,00 + VAT 10%
€ 350,00 + VAT 22%
€ 250,00 + VAT 22%
€ 300,00 + VAT 10%
€ 120,00 + VAT 10%

